Rockfon Recycling Service

Your easy way to return old tiles for close-loop recycling
Rockfon is your sustainable building partner

By choosing to recycle with Rockfon, you contribute to the circular economy. This is important because the construction industry is responsible for 1-2 billion tonnes of waste, one-third of the global total waste, which ends up in landfill.

Now, more than ever, it’s important that businesses and consumers recycle manufactured goods due to ever increasing populations and dwindling resources.

Sending your Rockfon waste and wet felt waste to us can also save you money – the cost of sending waste to landfill is continually increasing, with costs as high as £120 or higher per tonne. We only charge a £40 per tonne gate fee to help offset our recycling costs, making recycling the right choice for your wallet and the environment.

We are the most circular solution on the market and we are proud that our stone wool and metal grid products are applicable for closed-loop recycling.

You can use our joined efforts in branding your new green building as leading example of a most sustainable building, because you even took care of creating positive societal impact out of the construction waste.

Close-loop recycling of Rockfon stone wool tiles. Upcycling of wet felted mineral fibre tiles.

When you in your renovation or demolishing efforts separate used Rockfon ceiling tiles and new offcuts we close-loop recycle them into new stone wool products.

In addition, if with an even higher value for society we will upcycle any age and quality of wet felt end of life ceiling tiles, if you choose Rockfon for your next refurb.

Together we close the cycle

“With our recycling service we invest together in a better way and sustainable future for the next generations”
The process for receiving

**Rockfon end of life tiles and offcuts**
Rockfon encourages the recycling of Rockfon end of life tiles and offcuts reclaimed from refurbishment and new build projects.

**Rockfon will recycle waste Rockfon tiles upon receipt of a completed Rockfon tile recycling agreement form, providing details such as:**
- Tile name, type and quantity
- Date of manufacture
- Project name
- Photograph

**Wet felted mineral fibre end of life ceiling tiles**
After purchase of Rockfon ceiling tiles, we are happy to receive wet felt end of life ceiling tiles reclaimed from refurbishment for the purpose of upcycling.

**Rockfon will upcycle waste wet felt tiles (manufactured pre 2000 and post 2000) upon receipt of Proof of Rockfon purchase, and/or of commitment to purchase Rockfon products, a completed wet felt tile recycling agreement form, providing details such as:**
- Tile name, type and quantity
- Date of manufacture
- Project name
- Photograph

**Product should be sent to Rockfon using a company with appropriate ‘waste licencing’, by one, or a combination, of the following methods:**
- On neatly and securely stacked shrink wrapped or banded pallets
- In skips
- In containers
- In clear, sealed polyethylene bags (maximum weight 20 kg), either loaded loose on a trailer or stacked on pallets

**Conditions**
We will then accept the waste at our ROCKWOOL UK factory at a pre-arranged date and time. Polyethylene bags must be made from 80 micron or thinner material. All waste must be dry and uncontaminated, and the for waste wet felt tiles comply with European Waste Code 17 06 04. Any load that is contaminated with other materials will be rejected and returned to the originator at the originator’s cost. We will then issue a printed weighbridge ticket to confirm the weight and cost of material returned for recycling. All material received will be unloaded / tipped on arrival and the transporting vehicle and container / skip should leave site immediately after unloading. Rockfon reserves the right to withdraw this service at any time.

What makes our products circular?

- Our closed looped recycling scheme takes care of the recycling of used stone wool
- Basalt is an inexhaustible raw material: every year the earth produces 38,000 times more volcanic rock than ROCKWOOL uses in a year
- Fully recyclable without loss of quality
- Long lifespan of up to 30 years
- Our stone wool products are made from up to 50% recycled materials
- Easy to dismantle and to separate